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GESE 7 Listening Task: Education 

Rubric:  

You’re going to hear a talk about education. You will hear the talk twice. The first time, just listen. Then 

I’ll ask you to tell me generally what the speaker is talking about. Are you ready? 

Play recording once. 

Can you tell me, in one or two sentences, what the speaker was talking about? 

Make sure the student(s) have paper and pen for notes. 

Now listen to the talk again. This time make some notes as you listen, if you want to. Then I’ll ask you to 

tell me the advantages and disadvantages of having a school uniform that the speaker mentions. Are you 

ready? 

Play the recording again. 

Now tell me what advantages and disadvantages of school uniforms the speaker mentioned. 

 

Audio Script: 

The topic of school uniforms is quite a divisive subject. Some parents are completely in favour of a 

policy that makes school uniform mandatory for all students, whereas others believe that children 

should be able to wear what they want to school. Let’s look at the arguments for and against a school 

uniform. 

One of the main arguments in favour of school uniforms is that they make all students equal. When 

there are no uniforms, children often face pressure to wear the latest trends and buy new clothes 

regularly. Making everyone wear the same clothes in the form of a uniform reduces this pressure to be 

fashionable. Of course, the opposing view is that children have no opportunity to express their 

individuality when they have a uniform. There is no diversity in the classroom as all the children are 

dressed in the same way. However, this uniformity, with all the children dressed in the same way, can 

lead to a reduction in bullying and less violence in schools, so perhaps a loss of individuality is a small 

price to pay. Furthermore, as all students are dressed in the same way, it is easy to see if someone comes 

into the school who is not a student. Any intruders or people who don’t belong in the school can be 

seen immediately and this can increase school safety. 

A further argument in favour of uniforms is that it takes children less time to get ready for school in the 

morning. They know what they have to wear each day and they can concentrate on their lessons instead 

of on their clothes and the clothes of their classmates. Furthermore, the cost of buying the uniform is 

usually cheaper than buying clothes for children to wear during the school year. The clothes can also be 

recycled and passed on to younger brothers and sisters and relatives. However, as parents have to buy 

the uniform when the child starts school, this can be a big expense for many families. It is a lot of 

money to pay out at one time, especially if a family has more than one child who needs a uniform. 

Schools must be careful about the types of uniforms they say children must have so that it doesn’t 

become too expensive for poorer families, and perhaps there should be help available for those who 

can’t afford to buy a uniform.  

Overall, I would say that the benefits of uniforms greatly outweigh the disadvantages. When children 

wear uniforms and they all look the same, they can learn to evaluate themselves and others by looking 

at what is on the inside instead of what a person is wearing on the outside.  
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Answer Key: 

 

Gist:  

There are advantages and disadvantages to having a mandatory school uniform in schools but the 

speaker believes that there are more benefits than disadvantages. 

(Any broadly similar formulation is acceptable)  

 

Advantages and Disadvantages: 

 

Advantages 
 

 They make all students equal 

 They reduce the pressure to wear fashionable 
clothes 

 They lead to less bullying and violence 

 They increase school safety – you can easily 
see intruders 

 It takes less time to get ready in the morning 

 The cost is usually cheaper overall 

 The uniforms can be recycled with other 
family members 

Disadvantages 
 

 Children can’t express their individuality 

 There is no diversity 

 It’s a big expense, especially if there is more 

than one child in the family 

 

 


